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Where Are We Now? 
This Autumn Newsletter has been put together in unusual circumstances and does not include the usual 

reports on summer field trips, residential courses, and ‘normal’ activities.  But it is important to put on record 

that WGCG has remained active and that it plans to continue to do so. 

Ray Pratt, our Secretary, listed in his letter to members (11th August) the steps we have taken during the 

lockdown to keep the group alive and it is worth summarising these here as the Newsletter is available via 

the website for others to read. 

 

Like many other organisations we have adapted to using a variety of electronic communications: 

• The Outreach team members, (Mike Heath, Jon Radley and Kathryn Schütrumpf), have been working 

to keep you provided with interesting material via our Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and YouTube 

accounts 

• The Education Committee have done a fantastic job pulling together some brilliant talks over the 

summer which we have broadcast real time using Zoom. Where the speakers have granted us 

permission, we have recorded these talks and posted them on our YouTube channel for post-meeting 

viewing 

• Updates on the activities of other societies and links to recordings of interest have regularly been 

emailed to you by Julie Harrald 

• Our website contains a number of geological walks that can be enjoyed around Warwickshire, using 

our Trail Guides. More detailed geological excursions can be enjoyed at Leek Wooton, Solihull, and 

Ufton Fields 

• Phil Henser (the Local Geological Sites Officer) has recirculated an invitation for members to help 

with reporting on the condition of a selection of a number of LGS due for their 5-yearly inspection (a 

plan which was ready to go just as the lockdown occurred) 

• Short articles by WGCG members have occurred in Down to Earth and the Earth Heritage magazine 

which have come out while we have not been meeting.  These are available online. 
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This Newsletter includes several pieces written by members during the lockdown.   

Six members responded to the invitation to contribute to the ‘Geology at Home’ theme bearing in mind that 

our freedom to go far was constrained.  Remarkably their contributions managed to range from the back 

garden to Egypt. Many thanks for their time and efforts. Jon Radley and Norman Dutton used some of their 

time to write longer pieces reflecting on opportunities grasped and opportunities missed.  And while most 

of the activities supported by Holloway Bursaries were not able to happen, it has been possible to report on 

three initiatives which have benefited from Awards – in quite different ways. 

 

What of the future? 

The Autumn Newsletter always gives details of the Winter Talks programme. This year is no exception, but 

it will be a programme with a difference as you will see from page 5. 

The assumption is that we will not be able to meet face to face before Christmas, so all the talks will be via 

Zoom.  The bonus this year is that we are also planning to Zoom talks given for the geology section of the 

Leicester Literary and Philosophical Society.  (Some of you may have gone to their talks in the past).  As you 

will see from the provisional programme, this means that there will be a talk every fortnight.   As for 2021 it 

is difficult to predict what the situation will be by then, but you will be kept up to date by email when any 

decisions are made.   

If you are anxious about using Zoom, we can assure you that it is a communication tool NOT a social media 

site. It is easy to install on your PC or tablet and enables you to participate in our online talks. We have held 

a number of training sessions on Zoom for our members. Should you wish to have some help to get started 

then please send a message to Julie Harrald and we will set up a session for you. 

You will already have been informed that subscriptions for members will be carried forward from 2020 into 

2021.  We are looking forward to seeing old and new faces when, as someone said, “we'll meet again”. 

We are committed to keeping WGCG in good heart.  If you would like to help in this and would like to join 

one of our committees, we would love to hear from you. You do not need a degree in Geology. Business 

skills such as bookkeeping, administration, organisation, or a general interest in the Group’s future, all would 

be useful.  Similarly, if you have ideas or suggestions you would like us to consider, including suggestions for 

topics you would like a talk on, or names of good speakers you have heard,  then please get in touch via 

warwickshiregcg@gmail.com and / or julieharrald@googlemail.com. 

On behalf of the Chairman and Trustees. 

 

 

mailto:warwickshiregcg@gmail.com
mailto:julieharrald@googlemail.com
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Future Programme – WGCG Geology Talks:  
Wednesdays 7:30 pm via Zoom for 2020  
Register for each in advance. An email will be sent to all members 

 

16 September 2020: 

 Malcolm Hart -- Life & Death in Dorset’s Jurassic Sea.   

14 October 2020: 

 Marco Mafioni – Plate tectonics 

21 October 2020: 

 Speaker TBA and then the AGM 

18 November 2020:  

Richard Edmunds – Geological history of the Jurassic Coast. 

09 December 2020: 

Aerona from Lapworth Museum – Lapworth museum development and spotlight collection’s gems 

20 January 2021:  

Jonathan Paul – Hydrology of the London underground*.   

17 February 2021:    

Ian Fairchild – The Anthropocene 

17 March 2021:  

Simon Drake – Skye meteorites* 

21 April 2021: 

Noel Worley – topic TBC 

 

* NOTE: if lectures are still on Zoom at this point, this talk will be postponed until the speaker 

can attend in person and be replaced by an alternative. 

https://www.wgcg.co.uk/events/event/sept-2020-talk-life-death-in-the-jurassic-sea-of-dorset-malcolm-hart/
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Geology at Home 

The Piles of Rocks in the Garden   Melanie Dearing 

Pebbles we find in the garden soil in Crewe Lane, Kenilworth 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We have the usual reddish smoothed sandstone, but I always love finding big lumps of quartz. The fact it has 

been metamorphosed always gets me excited and I place it on a bit of wall in the garden.  We also get bits 

of really shiny black angular flint-like rock that turns out to be slag from the coal furnaces and used to create 

the drive 40 years ago. Ooo! I thought it was a rare whatsit! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We have a stream nearby and it cuts through the River Avon glacial deposits like knife through butter and I 

find similar rocks and pebbles there; and a very hard clay base that I thought was rock at first till I rubbed it 

away with my fingers and got all brown. 

I also collect river and seashore pebbles from places like the Atlantic coast near Bordeaux or the mountain 

streams of the Pyrenees.  I also paint names of my friends on them as a reminder.  I have some lovely bits of 

volcanic, mudstones with shells, granite, and the lovely chunk of copper pyrites in sandstone from near St. 

Tropez beach by the Mediterranean. 
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The Geology Under My House     Brian Ellis 

Moving from the Pennine fringe in West Yorkshire to Coventry and looking for a house was a bit of a shock.  

It seemed so flat.  We eventually found our way to Mount Nod (the old farm name) suburb, which is 

moderately hilly, and to a house with a view (see photo 1).  

 

Photo 1 

View from the 

office window 

 

 

 

I eventually worked out that we sit on the top of the small, but marked, scarp slope of the Tile Hill Mudstone 

Formation (TLM), described as a red mudstone with thin sandstones, at the top of the Upper Carboniferous 

succession (see photo 2).   

 

Photo 2  

View of the scarp top 

 

 

Photo 1 shows the lower part of the scarp slope, underlain by the mudstones; the location of a small strike 

stream along the line of trees; and, under the houses beyond that,  the dip slope of the Allesley Sandstone, 

which dips towards us under the Tile Hill Mudstone. 

When my next-door neighbour was digging foundations for an extension, I was comforted to see that he 

uncovered a solid stratum of sandstone forming the cap of the scarp slope and on which our houses are 

built. The quite steep, north-facing front garden, not visible on the photo, is underlain by uncompromising 

sticky mudstone, which I claim explains the poor quality of the lawn with its abundance of moss. Neighbours 

further along the road have springs emerging at the bottom of their gardens – a feature which is marked on 

a late 18th century map.  It is a textbook example of a scarp slope. I can sit here and imagine a series of scarps, 

strike streams and dip slopes stretching away into the distance across the Warwickshire Plateau almost as 

far as Nuneaton. 
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Knowle: The Glacial Legacy    David Gosling 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Just a random collection of stones? Yes, but they are all 'aliens' to Knowle and much more interesting than 

at first glance. The Knowle bedrock is Triassic, with a Lias outlier east of the village. These stones occur on 

the surface of all the fields, in very large numbers, and typically range in size from 1cm to 10cm diameter, 

occasionally up to 15cm. The common characteristic is the original smoothed and rounded appearance, 

although often damaged by centuries of ploughing. Samples of local origin are, by contrast, angular and can 

be visually linked with the bedrock., especially the Lias. 

There are two main questions. Where have these aliens come from, and how did they get here?  A quick 

look at the Knowle physical geography helps answer the questions. 

Knowle is at about 130m (420ft) above sea level, with the ground sloping down to the River Blythe valley to 

the west, north and east. One mile north east of Knowle the River Blythe is at 102m (330ft). The point to 

note here is that the alien material is not restricted to proximity to the river, but found at all levels up to 

130m. It is also noted that there are both thick clay soils, and some areas of sandy soils, both again at the 

highest levels. 

Conclusion: the alien material was transported to Knowle by the ice advances and/or the resultant melt 

water.  Identifying the sources of the stones would be intriguing but highly specialist. 
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Charnwood Forest       Julie Harrald  

I live on the edge of Charnwood Forest in north-west Leicestershire.  The local rocks are Precambrian and 

Cambrian, with an Ordovician intrusion of granodiorite, all surrounded and partly blanketed 

(unconformably) by red Triassic mudstone (hence I have red pebbly clay soil in my garden)!  Within the 

Cambrian rocks are the Swithland Slates - mildly metamorphosed mudstone and siltstone beds that have an 

irregular, but closely spaced cleavage.  This allowed the purple and green rock to be split and used for roofing 

slates and gravestones, although much of the rock, which was quarried in the villages of Swithland and 

Woodhouse Eaves in the early - mid 19th century, was not suitable for these purposes and was used just as 

rubble stone for house and boundary walls.  The roof slates were thick and heavy, so were placed with the 

largest slates over house walls, grading up to the smallest slates at the roof ridge.  Quarrying of Swithland 

Slate declined when the railways developed across the country, carrying lighter, much more finely cleaved 

Welsh slate for use nationwide. 

In my garden, for comparison, I keep a single roof tile of Swithland Slate, one of Welsh slate and one of 

Collyweston 'slate' (a thinly-bedded, sandy, Jurassic limestone from north Northamptonshire, which can be 

split along the bedding, but also results in heavy, irregular slates that are graded when used). 

 

Three roofing slates 

 (left to right) 

Collyweston, 

 Welsh and Swithland 

 

 

          An old Swithland Slate quarry in Woodhouse Eaves 

 

 

 

Swithland 

Slate 

roofs.   

A row of cottages with walls of Ordovician granodiorite  
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Stone Bullets and Fast Rock     Mike Heath 

Fresh runner beans, young carrots, crisp lettuce, and ripe strawberries. Delicious! And useful because their 

cultivation in a garden nestling below the Wiltshire Downs turned up a growing harvest of ‘stone bullets’. 

The garden was at my father’s cottage beside an ancient Green Lane, leading up to the Cherhill White Horse, 

the Lansdowne Monument and Oldbury Castle Hillfort. 

His necessary annual autumn garden digging of heavy clay frequently turned up these odd stones.  

Stone bullets, strawberries, and sunlit memories 

We were very familiar with flint in the chalk on the downs and knew they were not flint. Indeed, the 

(alluvial?) garden clay soil was much lower than the chalk. He did check with a local school (geology?) teacher 

and then knew that the ‘bullet stones’ were fossils called, belemnites. That is all we knew. 

On one visit, he handed some to me. I was in my early-30s and they stayed tucked away for years. Now I 

know more and believe a modern analogue is cuttlefish bone. With WGCG, each time we talk about 

belemnites it brings back sunlit memories. The first is of being a kid climbing Silbury Hill, running around 

Avebury Circle stones and climbing Stonehenge sarsen stones. Then, as an adult, enjoyable visits, garden-

grown meals, views of and walks on the adjacent, glorious Wiltshire Downs. 

There can be stories in ‘bullet stones’ if you are lucky enough to find them.  But there is also quite a different 

story in another rock. 
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Builder’s rubble! Rose granite. Strewn everywhere! Blame ancient Egyptians. They were the builders. The 

site, the Giza Pyramids. It was 1989. I was visiting and wondered, “Where had all the granite come from, 

how did it get here 5000 years ago?” I was so intrigued. My rubble rock sample stayed with me as I flew 

home to the UK on Concorde at Mach 2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rock to keep Pharaohs in the pink 

Later, I learnt it has come some 500 miles from its source in the area around Aswan to Giza, transported on 

the Nile in blocks of up to 50 tons. 

With the arrival of the internet, I discovered more. “The most widely used type is the Aswan red or pink 

granite, which is essentially coarse grained to very coarse grained. The so-called ‘black granite’ is essentially 

of granodioritic to tonalitic composition, medium to coarse grained and commonly porphyritic, containing 

large, pink to white phenocrysts. A third type is red to grey, fine-grained granite.” (Klemm & Klemm 2008). 

This rock sample has quite a travel history. Formed back in geological time and undisturbed for millennia, 

first hewn and Nile-shipped for Pharaohs, then flown and twice the speed of sound to England, it has been 

around. I find it interesting to compare that with the analysis of archaeological artefacts which reveal 

remarkable travel and trade of the ancient world. What possible deduction could be made in future millennia 

about a piece if Egyptian granite in Kenilworth? They will not guess Concorde. 
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The Geology Under 432     Larry Wooding 

Faced with the prospect of an indefinite period of self-isolation I joined with, I am sure, the many millions of 

people across the land who saw themselves finally completing all those half-finished DIY jobs. My list is long, 

with some tasks now drifting into obscurity….so! setting these aside, I started on a 3x2x1 metre hole for a 

brand-new pond project. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

My house has sat squarely on its minimal foundations in the sand and gravel of Dunsmore Heath since 1851, 

that is according to the diligent carpenter who pencilled the date on the architrave he was working on. 

Dunsmore Heath is a high plateau area between Coventry and Rugby. Approaching from the west as you 

drive out of the Avon valley on the A45 and up Knightlow Hill, you are quickly aware of the flat terrain on 

either side. This can be a little deceptive as there are many long undulating depressions cut into the plateau 

by post-glacial meltwater and subsequent erosion, but essentially it is as flat as Norfolk but at about 100 

metres above sea level. 

Deep down the bedrocks include Blue Lias and Lower Lias limestone, some of which is quite near the surface 

in places across the heath, leading to various farms having references to lime kilns in their names. The one 

geological feature which may sometimes affect local farmers is the rock-hard Iron pan which formed beneath 

the Wolstonian glacial event and now lies at varying depths beneath the later Oadby fluvial deposits.  
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Where the pan is near the surface it must have broken many a good plough. My immediate concern was 

what my spade might strike next. At two spade depths the sandy soil becomes stony, with a fair amount of 

flint. Directly below that you encounter the gravelly yellow and grey clays, well laced with more flints and 

larger pebbles from all points of the compass by the look of them. At the required depth for the pond I 

probed about with the fork looking for any large stones that might cause problems in the future. The fork 

jarred against several unyielding lumps of detached Iron pan, long ago liberated from the main bed by 

rushing meltwater streams and alternating frosts and thaws. These jagged lumps are a compressed amalgam 

of iron-stained crushed pebbles, clays, and shattered flints with the appearance and hardness of concrete, 

and all the attributes of a mediaeval mace. A glass fibre pond would not fair too well near this stuff, it would 

be like a ship sitting on a reef. So out came the pickaxe and up came the lumps of Iron pan. Meanwhile the 

robin had a field day picking up anything that dared to even twitch. 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The presence of the Iron pan across the heath must affect the downward movement of rainwater which   

tends to move along the layer and appear as the boggy patches often found along slopes in local fields and 

on hillsides.  Before introduction of ditches and land drains, I wonder if there were more springs along the 

edge of the heath. Pointing to more recent times, there are still the remains of what must have been a spring-

fed reservoir halfway down Knightlow Hill. Many of the cottages across the heath had shallow wells of little 

more than 3 metres in depth, and a neighbour’s cellar always had water standing in it. Meanwhile the recent 

rain has contributed towards filling the pond.   
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A Grand Day Out        Jon Radley  

This is a slightly convoluted story that culminated in a grand day out for me and my daughter in the NW 

Scottish Highlands last October half-term. Two key events over the last two years led us to a memorable 

encounter with the oldest rocks in the UK, and an inspiring landscape that we are itching to revisit. 

Firstly, there was my daughter and GCSE choices. Back in 2018 when she was choosing her options, her 

school (Stratford Girls Grammar) was still offering geology, thanks to the enthusiasm of physics teacher Mrs 

Collins. Hannah seemed keen to study geology, though on the quiet I had my concerns. Firstly, like me back 

in O-level days, she has had to work very hard at her physical sciences and maths and has naturally gravitated 

towards the humanities. I maintain that what I have achieved in geology has been mainly down to a good 

imagination and enormous interest; guided, framed, and backed up by sound geological theory, facts, 

knowledge, and experience. Secondly, I was just slightly concerned that she felt that she simply ‘should’ take 

geology, given my interests and professional roles. For a week or two it was in the balance between food-

tech and geology, but at the eleventh hour she made her choice in favour of the latter. 

To my great relief, within weeks of the start of autumn term 2018, she was enthusing about geology, the 

simple classification frameworks, fundamental geological processes, and their diverse and tactile rocky 

products. Igneous geology really caught her imagination. As a student I had always shied away from igneous 

and metamorphic geology in favour of (to my mind) the more tangible concepts of Earth surface processes, 

in the subaqueous and subaerial senses. Perhaps our regular summer holidays to Lanzarote and Tenerife had 

inspired her in some way – my excited returns from dusty expeditions on foot, bearing volcanic bombs, 

mantle xenoliths and more. She was also more than a little taken by the broadcasts of Prof. Iain Stewart 

(University of Plymouth); not least ‘Men of Rock’, a three-part BBC series focusing on pioneering Scottish 

geologists and their part in the birth of the science. Iain’s videos were a regular feature of the early classes, 

and the girls were pretty taken with his charisma and skill as a science communicator. Through 2019, 

Hannah’s enthusiasm continued to grow, with the prospects of a school day trip to the Late Triassic of the 

Glamorgan coast, and a week on the geology and landscape of Iceland in October. In the meantime, we had 

both watched ‘Men of Rock’ on iPlayer, opening my eyes to the complexities, magnificence, and antiquity of 

Scottish Highland geology, for the first time in many years. 

Secondly, there was the 50th anniversary of the first Moon landing in July 2019. I put on an exhibition at the 

Market Hall Museum in Warwick to commemorate this; lots of memorabilia, and a smattering of the science 

behind that historic mission. As in 2009 (40th anniversary), I managed to secure some lunar rock and soil 

samples to display, via the Science and Technology Facilities Council. This got me thinking about lunar 

geology again, especially as the interpretation of our precious, tiny loan samples was my responsibility. 

Thank heavens for the internet. Interestingly, at least one of the samples was from the Apollo 17 mission, 

likely collected by Harrison Schmitt; the only geologist-astronaut and the last person to have walked on the 

Moon. As in 2009, I read again about the geological training that astronauts from the earlier missions had 

undergone, and how enthusiastic and motivated these highly intelligent and resourceful men had been. 
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A common exercise had been to leave them in a valley surrounded by geologically complex hills (I can’t 

remember where – but no doubt somewhere with a semi-arid climate and some diverse igneous geology – 

California or Nevada perhaps?), and instruct them to collect, identify and assess the provenance of loose 

rocks among the ‘float’, brought down to lower ground by mass wasting. A good analogy for what they were 

to encounter on the Moon, especially among the Lunar Highlands. This concept – the idea of going into an 

area of hard-rock geology ‘blind’, and working out what is going on from scratch, fascinated me. And reading 

up again on lunar geology, the igneous modelling of which is pretty straightforward in the broad sense, was 

equally interesting and refreshing. By the summer of 2019, for the first time in several decades, I was reading 

papers on the origins of the Moon and the Earth, igneous and metamorphic petrology, and exploring the 

complex Neoproterozoic geology of the (relatively) nearby Malvern Hills with a whole new perspective and 

enthusiasm for ancient, sparkly rocks. 

By August 2019 I was hatching a plan. One episode of ‘Men of Rock’ had really captured mine and Hannah’s 

imagination – the story of Benjamin Peach and John Horne of the Geological Survey, their elucidation of the 

Moine Thrust in the last years of the nineteenth century following a great Highland controversy, and the role 

of thrust tectonics in mountain building. Their names and story were familiar to me from postgraduate years 

in the 1980s, when I had friends and colleagues mapping parts of the Scottish Highlands. The foliated and 

sheared granites and diorites that I was starting to encounter in the southern Malvern Hills were as close as 

I was going to get to high-grade metamorphic rocks close to home, and I realized that an adventure was in 

order. So, an hour on the iPad and I had booked return flights for two to Inverness in late October, two nights 

in an Inverness Premier Inn, and a hire car. The rest would keep me occupied for many evenings in the late 

summer and early autumn; where best to see the UK’s very oldest rock, the regional geology, and the story 

behind Peach and Horne’s ground-breaking mapping and interpretation of the Moine Thrust Zone. 

October soon came around, Hannah was back from Iceland, and off we went. An hour (Flybe) from 

Birmingham to Inverness, picking up our well-equipped and cosy red Fiesta, and a quick dolphin-spotting 

excursion on the Moray Firth (no sightings, and it was very cold). A meal out, a couple of beers for me, and 

off to sleep. An early start in the hire car, driving into the metasedimentary mountains north-west of the 

Great Glen (Neoproterozoic Moine Supergroup), getting our first glimpse of snowy summits, before crossing 

the Moine Thrust somewhere before Ullapool. Our first glimpse of the North Atlantic: fishing boats, a 

Caledonian MacBrayne ferry, and squally showers coming in off the sea. Frequent photo stops (iPhones), but 

no time to explore further. The geology and scenery changed as we crossed the Moine Thrust Zone, entering 

the so-called Caledonian foreland and the NW Highlands UNESCO Geopark. Typical hills and mountains of 

near-horizontal Neoproterozoic Torridonian sandstone (some capped by white Cambrian quartzite – or was 

it snow?) and our first glimpses of the 2.8 billion year old banded Lewisian gneiss foreland ‘basement’, in a 

road cutting opposite the Glencoul Thrust, just before the little settlement of Unapool. 
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Through the Moine Thrust zone 

We had passed through Inchnadamph, pausing for a photo at the Inchnadamph Hotel where Peach and 

Horne had stayed, and glimpsed the wilds of Assynt as sleet forced us back into our red Fiesta. 

               

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Inchnadamph hotel 
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By lunchtime we had reached Scourie Bay – some 25 miles south of Cape Wrath. We chose this isolated 

outpost due to its fame as a locality for the very oldest Lewisian Gneiss – the Scourian – pyroxene gneisses 

intruded by the mafic Scourie dykes. Following Goodenough and Krabbendam’s ‘Geological Excursion Guide 

to the NW Highlands’ (recommended), we clambered down to the little bay beyond Scourie graveyard, took 

shelter from the wind and finally collected a few pebbles of that three billion year-old gneiss and the so-

called ‘Graveyard Dyke’, as we’d imagined we would all of those months beforehand. The weather was pretty 

kind to us at Scourie Bay, wild seas further out, but blue skies above the empty white sand and low outcrops 

of Britain’s oldest rocks.  

 

                           Pebble beach 

Scourie Bay 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Scourie Bay near the ‘Graveyard Dyke’ 
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Our northernmost destination after leaving the bay was the famous ‘multi-coloured rock stop’ near Laxford 

Bridge; a road cutting exposing sparkling gneiss, those black Scourie dykes, and pink pegmatite veins. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The multi-coloured rock stop 

 

On our drive back to Inverness we stopped at the Rock Stop visitor centre just beyond Kylesku Bridge, with 

spectacular views eastwards to the Glencoul Thrust.  

Glencoul Thrust near Ullapool 

Further on, some way above the Lewisian gneiss ‘basement’, I encountered some Cambrian pipe rock 

outcropping by the roadside. This is a steel-hard quartzite enclosing vertical worm burrows (undeformed 

sedimentary rock – how dull!). Our last stop before the long drive back to Inverness was Knockan Crag, one 

of the places where Peach and Horne first got to grips with the nature of thrust tectonics. Here, the Moine 

Supergroup metasediments have been clearly thrust over the younger Cambrian quartzites of the foreland. 

We posed for photos with the life-size sculptures of our geological heroes at the visitor centre. 
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              Peach and Horne Sculptures (and me) and the interpretation board 

What a day that was. Finishing with a well-earned curry in Inverness (Cinnamon Restaurant, highly 

recommended), a couple of beers for me and a fruit-based drink for the lady, and a lunchtime flight back to 

Birmingham the next day. Stratford Girls’ Grammar’s geology teaching collection now boasts a pebble of 

Lewisian gneiss from Scourie Bay, and I finally talked with Iain Stewart about ‘Men of Rock’ at a meeting in 

London, last December. At present any thoughts of getting out to see ancient rocks are off the table, though 

we cannot wait to get back to Scourie Bay someday soon. When the restrictions are lifted Hannah and I have 

earmarked the Westminster Arms quarry in the northern Malverns as our first destination, and a chunk of 

pink Malvern granite to mark the passing of this difficult time for all of us – watch this space. 

Hannah’s GCSE exams have been cancelled, a bit of a shock for all concerned, but she is hoping for a good 

result in geology. Her school does not offer A Level geology; perhaps for the best in my opinion, as I know 

how analytical and constrained our science can become, with advanced study. The GCSE course has given 

her a great foundation to appreciate the deeper meaning of our planet’s landscapes. As we all know, geology 

can make a fantastic hobby. 

It is obvious really, but the Precambrian of the UK lends itself to magnificent uplands and some very pretty 

rocks. It has just taken me a few decades to rediscover it all, stimulated by my daughter’s enthusiasm and 

the lunar program. As for igneous and metamorphic petrology, I am re-learning and building upon what I got 

by with at undergraduate level in the 1980s, but without the pressure of coursework and relentless exams. 

And with the worldwide web, good resources are so much easier to access. 

My serious interests still lie with the non-marine to shallow marine Mesozoic; this is where my real 

experience and knowledge lies, and where I can contribute published work. But I am becoming increasingly 

fascinated by the British Precambrian and its scenery, and those that have the intelligence, imagination, and 

confidence to put pen to paper on its intricacies and unknowns, just like Benjamin Peach and John Horne.  
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Pouk Hill: A Wasted Geoconservation Opportunity  

Norman Dutton  
Pouk Hill (spelt Pouck Hill in some sources or Powk Hill, reflecting the local pronunciation) was a small round 

hill near to where Junction 10 of the M6 is now located, in the borough of Walsall. It reflected an outcrop of 

fine-grained dolerite and is one several within the Coal Measure rocks of the Black Country. Other important 

outcrops of basalts and dolerites include the Rowley Hills, Wednesfield and Barrow Hill, neat Pensnett. These 

igneous rocks were also encountered many times in mine shafts borings and open cast sites when this part 

of the South Staffordshire Coalfield was a centre for extractive industries. The first phase of the commercial 

exploitation of the rock at Pouk Hill for a roadstone, mainly in the 19th Century, involved the removal of the 

hill and the construction of a tunnel to a macadamising works on the local canal network. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In a second phase, the quarrying extended northwards beneath a thin overburden of Coal Measure rocks. 

The map below, published in 1946, suggests that the tracks were present in the 1930s. Another source states 

that the Home Guard used the quarry for shooting practice during World War II. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Most out-of-copyright 
maps from 1865 to 
1945 show the same 
details as this one. 
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Forward to the 1970s when this abandoned quarry was one of a multitude of landscape scars resulting from 

former extraction of coal, iron ore, fireclay, sand, limestone etc. in the area. It was a popular area for dog 

walking, for children to play adventurously (despite steep rock faces and potential rock falls) and for youths 

to practise their artistic skills in the production of graffiti. It was also used for many outdoor activities by the 

local special school. This included physical education, rock climbing, abseiling, drama, and science, especially 

for studying plant and small animal life. At the time, most secondary schools in Walsall taught CSE, O level 

and/or A level geology and so Pouk Hill Quarry was a valuable field locality, especially as it exposed igneous 

rather than just sedimentary rocks. This is where I became involved. It was the larger, newer part of the 

quarry that was used for field studies. The smaller, older quarry only had small exposures of weathered 

dolerite and rock fragments on the quarry floor. There was excellent spheroidal weathering, veining and 

variations in grain size and rock type too. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It also provided a puzzle as to its origin. Most evidence suggested an intrusive sill in the newer part of the 

quarry but there were flow structures, vesicular and amygdaloidal layers, and some columnar jointing. 

Perhaps talk of ‘our local volcano’ was not letting the truth get in the way of a good story, but the motivation 

of children is paramount in education. Above the dolerite were exposures of black shale, with abundant 

fossil remains of Lepidodendron, and bands of siderite ironstone, so more valuable rock exposures to study.  
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The quarry was purchased by Birmingham Corporation and when the West Midlands County Council was 

formed in 1974, their proposal was to fill the quarry with roughly a year’s worth of Birmingham’s domestic 

waste. By then, the surrounding land to the north and east had become housing estates (not present on the 

map above from 1968). For some residents this meant the tip was the other side of their garden fence. There 

was soon a resident’s action committee, meetings in local pubs, a petition and publicity through local 

newspapers. There were efforts to bring in others for support, including local teachers. Whereas most NIMBY 

protests focus on loss of countryside, increased traffic flow and declining property values, here there were 

many issues including safety, noise, odours, rats, dust, litter, seagulls, methane, leachate, mud on roads, 

parking for workers and health issues. There was mention of a rare lichen found in the quarry and also 

possibly the historic value of the old canal tunnel. This was dry and with a bricked-up entrance, but some 

bricks had been removed to facilitate what looked like substance abuse and vagrant habitation. 

To their credit, West Midlands County Council were open and transparent and gave us copies of their plans 

and codes of practice. They had thought of everything and with screens, vehicle washing, new access road, 

time and weather limited tipping, immediate burial etc., so the residents fight was lost and for eighteen 

months inconvenience, they were arguably to have a much better local outdoor amenity than previously. 

This did not prevent the loss of a geological and educational asset. The Nature Conservancy Council were of 

little use, stating that they had already been called in by West Midlands County Council and, as the site was 

neither an SSSSI or National Nature Reserve, they had no leverage - and also that the exposures of the rock 

in the Rowley Hills were so much better anyway! Practical support was provided by Walsall Educational 

Authority and the University of Birmingham Geology Department. The newly formed Walsall Geology 

Teachers Working Party visited Aston University where one of their geologists, after visiting the site, 

considered Pouk Hill to be a series of lava flows rather than a sill (That’s geologists for you!). However, the 

County Council were in listening mode and invited a small delegation of us to County Hall. There was a final 

meeting of all interested parties too.  

M6 
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The conclusion was that the old quarry would remain unfilled, and they were prepared to expose its southern 

face of dolerite for educational purposes using earth moving machinery, which they duly did. Furthermore, 

Aston University and the recently formed Black Country Geological Society worked together and were given 

time to record in detail the geology of the larger quarry and collect samples before the start of operations. 

My sixth form students and myself decided to spend a weekend measuring and recording the igneous 

features in detail as well. This proved a rather fruitless exercise and features could not be traced easily from 

one part of the quarry to another. Perhaps there was several weeks work here, but photographs were taken, 

and rock samples collected. One bonus was that a recent rock fall had at last made hexagonal columns easily 

visible. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We kept an eye on progress and were soon rewarded with a new dolerite exposure in the old quarry, deeply 

weathered, rather narrow and not easy to access but better than nothing. The excavation work had also 

provided enough specimens of Lepidodendron in the black shale for a classroom set. The intrusive nature of 

the formation was also made clear with wedges of dolerite intruded into the shale. 

However, within twelve months of the completion of the tipping, there was a major collapse of rock, soil and 

vegetation and the new exposure was buried again. The old quarry was just too deeply weathered to sustain 

an exposure. I visited the site last year. Methane is still being monitored from the tip. The old quarry is now 

completely overgrown and largely impenetrable with densely packed trees. There are no rock exposures at 

all or even loose material to collect from. I eventually found the tunnel entrance but soon lost orientation 

trying to find my way back out of the vegetation. Not a happy ending! The planning authorities seemed to 

appreciate that tipping here had only provided a short-term solution to the problem of finding landfill sites, 

at the expense of the loss of a long-term asset. They thought that they had come up with a compromise 

solution, but events proved otherwise. 
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When WGCG teamed up with BCGS for a field trip some years ago, I met their current webmaster and retold 

the Pouk Hill story as well as recounting teaching geology for 21 years in a career of 38 years in Black Country 

secondary schools. He was keen to have copies of all the slides and photographs that I had taken for teaching 

purposes in a number of localities. I was surprised to find that they are now all online in the photographic 

gallery of the BCGS website with my name credited for each one. I was surprised that were only five other 

photographs of Pouk Hill Quarry in their collection. I finally had information to access to the article produced 

from research on the samples collected before the quarry was lost to science for ever. (The Petrography of 

the Igneous Rocks from Pouk Hill, Near Walsall by R.A. Ixer, available from academia.edu). This gives detail 

of what was revealed about the rock samples in thin section. It concludes that, ‘although most of the 

petrography of the Pouk Hill rocks is consistent with their being part of an intrusive body, there are a few 

features suggestive of an extrusive origin. These are the tuffaceous nature of the fine-grained contact, the 

amygdaloidal basalt containing lava-like features, and the occasional intimate mixing of fine basalt and 

normal dolerite. It is rewarding to find that this document confirms what others who have made many visits 

to the quarry had also concluded, but there always seemed to be new discoveries each time the site was 

visited. An incentive for further research, perhaps, but this is no longer possible. 

It is sad to reflect that so much geology exposed by extractive industry is filled in and tidied up for cosmetic 

or commercial purposes. Even when left to nature, fresh exposures become weathered, buried by mass 

movement or overgrown in much less than a lifetime. Of a wide range of potential sites identified for 

geological fieldwork by school parties in the Walsall area in the 1970s, only Pinfold Lane Quarry, Barr Beacon 

remains. Despite conservation work here by BCGS, it is a shadow of its former self. I could no longer use it 

for the hypothesis testing fieldwork required for students to submit for A Level Geology in the early 1990s, 

but I doubt if there is any geology taught in Walsall secondary schools now to warrant fieldwork anyway!  

Just by Googling ‘Pouk Hill Quarry’ and going beyond the first page of hits, has revealed to me so much more 

about the locality, especially sections of The South Staffordshire Coalfield by Joseph Beete Jukes 1859 on 

wikisource. Looking through the paperwork again in writing this article, I turned up an old geological plan 

and section that I did not understand at the time. Now I do. The old quarry used to be a mass of columnar 

jointing, vertical, bent over and horizontal and represented what was described by Jukes as a ‘boss’ intrusion 

of dolerite. There are other sources that suggest a laccolith. How about a volcanic pipe or plug? It is under 

100 metres wide. Quarrying in the 19th century obliterated it all. The larger quarry was a probably complex 

sill and is also gone forever – or will it become economic in the future to exploit former domestic waste tips 

as potential sources of energy and metals? 
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Geological Controversies: Some New Resources   

Tony Elger 

Some of you may remember Tony Elger who was a WGCG member until he retired from his post as a Professor 

of Sociology at Warwick University and moved to Scotland. There was a letter from Tony in the August edition 

of Down to Earth (page 30) in which he wrote with reference to the Burgess Shale fossil locality in Canada: 

 “Many readers will be aware of some of the controversies which have surrounded this material … but less 

well known, … are more recent developments informed by newer approaches to the analysis and 

classification of the Burgess creatures.   So, I have produced a couple of PowerPoint overviews for anyone 

interested in following up the issues raised in these pivotal episodes in the history of the earth sciences”. 

Tony is being very modest in this claim.  When you follow the link, in fact you will find a much wider coverage 

of controversies, as listed below: 

Earth Science Presentations:      

1. The Highlands Controversy 

2. Continental Drift 

3. Uniformitarianism and Catastrophism 

4. Initial Burgess Shale Controversies 

5. Recent Burgess Shale Controversies 

The link is https://warwick.ac.uk/fac/soc/sociology/staff/elger/socofgeology  

Tony has recently written: 

“As you will see, they originated from presentations at the East Lothian U3A Geology Group. I was looking 

for topics that combined an interesting topic in geology with a 'history/sociology of science' perspective, and 

often it was a case of developing my own understanding by working out how to explain it to other people. 

I've also experimented a bit with the story telling possibilities of PowerPoint, though the cost of this is rather 

big files that may not transfer well to mobile devices.”  

 

The presentations are easy to download and open as Slide Shows.  There is no voice commentary so you can 

move through the story at your own pace, click by click.  There is text and plenty of illustrations, often using 

original material. In addition to the geology, there are reflections on the personalities involved and the 

importance of individual status, power and influence. 

Brian Ellis 

 

https://warwick.ac.uk/fac/soc/sociology/staff/elger/socofgeology
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Holloway Bursaries 2019 – 2020    Brian Ellis 

As a result of the disruptions caused by the Covid-19 pandemic, most of the activities we planned to support 

with schools, university student mapping projects and teacher professional development did not take place, 

so most of the budget remained unspent.  However, we have already committed to carry forward into 2021 

the three awards for teacher professional development we are making to Keele University’s Summer School, 

the Earth Science Teachers Association and Geol. Soc.   

However, we also budget for being able to support ‘one-off’ activities as opportunities compatible with Rob 

Holloway’s wishes arise. In the recent past we made contributions to fund raising for the redevelopment of 

Warwick Museum and of the Lapworth Museum at Birmingham University as well as bursaries to individuals 

undertaking post-graduate research, including three of our members.  We have supported three such 

activities this year. 

The Sir Charles Lyell Notebooks Appeal at the University of Edinburgh           

In 2019 we became aware of the University of Edinburgh’s campaign to raise £966,000 to save the notebooks 

of Sir Charles Lyell. This was achieved thanks to a contribution of £2,000 from WGCG, and with additional 

support from over 1,000 donors including the National Heritage Memorial Fund. David McClay, (Philanthropy 

Manager, Library and University Collections, University of Edinburgh), has recently informed me that their 

Lyell collections have grown significantly thanks to the addition, for free, of a substantial additional archive 

containing many important literary and scientific papers, along with more than 1,000 letters to and from 

Lyell himself, his family members and leading scientists, including Charles Darwin and Joseph Dalton Hooker. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You may not be familiar with Charles 

Lyell (1797-1875) and his immense 

contribution to the foundation and 

development of modern geology during 

the 19th century.   
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                  Frontispiece of Principles of Geology  

These books were bestsellers and were in print and regularly updated to reflect new evidence and 

developing thinking throughout Lyell’s life. Many of his diagrams would not look out of place in present day 

texts.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

He wrote the first truly popular and influential 

geology textbook Principles of Geology: being 

an attempt to explain the former changes of 

the Earth's surface, by reference to causes now 

in operation (1830-33) which popularised 

James Hutton’s theory of uniformitarinism.  

This was followed by Elements of Geology 

(1838) and the Geological Evidences of the 

Antiquity of Man (1863).  
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Whilst briefly a professor at King’s College London, his public lectures, including in America, reached a wider 

audience.  In America, Europe and throughout Britain his notebooks (below) were always close to hand, 

recording field notes, sketches, first and developing thoughts, reading notes and draft correspondence. They 

bring you close to Lyell’s day to day life and often brilliant thoughts. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Lyell Notebook:              North America                Italy cover and index 
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David McClay writes that “The University of Edinburgh is committed to making the expanded Charles Lyell 

archive collection freely available, physically and digitally, to promote teaching, research and public 

engagement. It is an exciting prospect.  A new website and regular blog updates (see links below) will help 

keep everyone up to date with our access plans and progress, including making our Lyell archive collection 

engaging and accessible to students, researchers and the wider public. We are delighted that the 

Warwickshire Geological Conservation Group chose to support our campaign and we look forward to sharing 

the collection with you. Thank you again for your interest and support.” 

Website: 

https://www.ed.ac.uk/information-services/library-museum-gallery/crc/the-sir-charles-lyell-collection 

Blog:  

http://libraryblogs.is.ed.ac.uk/lyell/ 

 

Independent Research in Wales 

Chris Hodgson drew my attention to a crowdfunding appeal by independent researchers Dr. Joe Botting and 

Dr. Lucy Muir, living in Mid-Wales. They are working on the Ordovician Builth Inlier and are trying to 

reconstruct, in as much detail as possible, the ecosystem development of this area during the Great 

Ordovician Biodiversification Event.  In particular, they have a new Burgess Shale-type fauna with exquisite 

(but often tiny) soft-bodied fossils. The crowdfunding appeal aims to raise over £20,000 to buy a high-quality 

photomicroscope of the type necessary to reveal the fine detail of these fossils. 

We had to approach a decision to contribute to the appeal with caution as it was different from anything we 

had previously done with the Holloway funds.  We undertook 'due diligence' enquiries from some of our 

academic geology contacts who reassured us that this was a genuine appeal from a reputable and widely 

published geologist.  I know from my professional experience the difficulties that people at the 'post-doc' 

stage have in establishing tenured 'conventional' careers, for example in university departments. That Dr. 

Botting was committed enough to his research to fund it and pursue it independently was also in his favour. 

So, we agreed to make an Award of £2000 to support the purchase the equipment. 

That Joe was pleased to receive that Award is an understatement as his email 

shows.  He wrote: “Oh My Word.... when Ray said a donation, that was not 

at all what I was expecting..! We do be proper flummoxed. That's 

astonishing, and I can't thank you enough. I've looked up the bursary on 

your website, and I confess I wasn't aware of it before... but it's an extremely 

worthwhile thing. It's conceivable that I'm currently a bit biased, but still.  

https://www.ed.ac.uk/information-services/library-museum-gallery/crc/the-sir-charles-lyell-collection
http://libraryblogs.is.ed.ac.uk/lyell/
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It goes without saying that this will make a truly major difference to what we can do, just when we thought 

the appeal was reaching a conclusion! We'll be thinking carefully about the options for what to do with an 

extra £2000, but suffice to say that there are some. It would buy outright some much higher-magnification 

eyepieces, for example, or go a long way towards a plan apochromatic objective. There are other options, 

too - we just need to try to optimise the functionality. Seriously, though, we are over the Moon with this huge 

and unexpected bonus. Of course, we would be very happy to acknowledge the bursary in papers, and 

whenever else seems appropriate. “ 

We have also raised with Joe the possibility of doing a talk for us or helping with a field visit to Mid-Wales.  

He has already agreed to report on some of his work in the Spring 2021 Newsletter. 

Joe and Lucy with their Leica S8 APO microscope 

Fitting camera Hi Chrome – MET AF camera – cost £1500 

(left) Tiny starfish (3mm wide) from Castle Bank fauna 

(right) Tiny soft-bodied arthropod (a new discovery) taken using new microscope 
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The Etches Collection 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Many of you will have heard of or may have visited the Etches Collection at Kimmeridge. The museum has 

made possible the display of the wonderfully conserved and curated personal collection of Steve Etches, 

based on a lifetime’s work in and around the Jurassic Coast in Dorset. The museum is open to the public, 

organises educational visits and field trips and continues geological research.  The museum is managed by 

the Kimmeridge Trust.  There is more information on the website - https://www.theetchescollection.org/  It 

is an Accredited Museum and is supported by the Heritage Fund. 

The virtual close-down of the holiday season has led to a collapse of visitor numbers, although the museum 

has remained open. The museum has opened a national appeal for financial support, and we have made a 

donation of £750 from the Holloway Bequest. We have received the following message from the museum: 

“Thank you all, so very much for your offer of support for our Covid campaign. I will let Steve Etches, the 

Trustees and the rest of the team know of your very generous donation and it will go a long way in supporting 

our cause and ensuring the sustainability of our amazing museum and collection.” 

                              Cubs and scouts      Painting fossil moulds 

https://www.theetchescollection.org/



